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THE ALPRED E. MIRSKY PAPER9 _-- -- 
AT 'THE ROCKEFELLER UNLVRRSIM ARCHIVES -- 

The pepars of Alfred E. Mireky (1900-74), generel physiologiet 
and biochemimt, were presented to the Rockefeller Univereity Archivee 
in 1974, ae a generous gift from his vidbV, Sonya Wohl Hirsky. The 
collection comprises 74 boxes (approximately 37 linear feet), and in- 
cludes biographical and personal material, bibliography, profemeional 
correspondence, subject files, administrative papers of The Rocke- 
follsr Institute and University, menuecriptm, scientific reports. 
photographic materials, collected'reprints, and laboratory samplem. 
Some highlights of the collection will bs noted below in a brief, 
necessarily limited, biographical eketch. 

Alfred t. nirsky was born on October 17, 1900, in Plumhing, Rev 
York. Re attended the Ethical culture School in New York City, and 
in 1918 entered Harvard College, where hie temcentretion subject was 
chemistry. The transcript of his college record is preeerved. as is 
an interesting paper written in March 1919 for a freshman English 
course: “Prom a biological standpoint, the mechanistic theory of 
life is more acceptable than the vitalietic one.” 

Mirsky'e graduate training included studies at Columbia Univer- 
sity's College of Physicians and Surgeons. the University of Caebridge 
(Ph.D. 1926), and Harvard Hedical School. At Cambridge Mireky worked in 
the laboratory of Joseph Barcroft, where he began in collaboration with 
M. L. Anson (a fellov student) a series of spectroscopic observations 
on hemoglobins from different animals. Mirsky and Anson were the first 
to demonstrate the reversibility of protein denaturation. reported in 
preliminary form in Mireky'e theeie on "The Haamoglobin Molecule." 

In 1927 both nirsky and Aneon received appointments at The Rocke- 
faller Inmtituto for Medical Research: nirsky at the laborstories in 
IM York City, and Aneon 8t the Institute's Prinaton branch. They 
were able 0 continue and attend the studiem of protein dmaturetion, 
and betwen 1928 and 1935 co-authored 29 publiehmd papers. From 1935 
to 1926 nireky we a visiting professor at the California Institute 
of Technol gy where he wrked with Linus Paulin on thwry of protein 

% mtructure. nireky'e emrly l cientific wrk is doannented primarily 
in laboratory notebooks and unpublished scientific reports. There 
8re alw mom0 vmluable autobiographical and historical rurke in 

exchanges with Alfred D. Rermhey (1970), Daniel Romhland, Jr. (1971). 
and Jeffries Wywn (1972). 

The protein denaturation studiem led to the fruitful discovery of 
new methods for chemically isolating conetituente of cell nuclei. HOW 
this discovery came about is related in Hireky's very interesting 
scientific report for 1941-42. Among the contribution8 of Mirsky and 
his collaborator A. W. Pollister (of the Departmsnt of Zoology, Colum- 
bia University) vere (1) a general method for preparing deeoxyribose 
nucleic acid (DNA), (2) en improved method for isolating ~911 nuclei, 
and (3) the identification of non-histone nuclear protein.v This wrk 
wee 8 bridge to wider appreciation of DNA reeearchr Chargaff has 
written that Hireky and Pollinter's l tudias, with thoee of Hemmersten’s, 
were of "particular importance in providing the impulme for the iso- 
lation of a large number of highly polymerized preparations of deoxy- 
pentose nucleic acid.'s2/ Indeed, some of Mirsky'e own preparations 
were used by Oevald T. Avery end his eseociatee in their work on 
transforming principle of Type 112 pneumococcue.& 

Detaile of Hirsky'e experiments from this period, and references 
to the sciantific literature, are preserved in laboretvry notebooker 
of l pmcial interest are the notebooka gP1eeeeesin* (1941-421, 'Chro- 
matin" (1942). "Nucleoproteine" (1942-44). "Bacteriology' (1943-44). 
and 'Chromosome and Genr--Rofermncasn (ca. 1942). 5% overlap of 
nirsky'e work with that of Avery’s laboratory is documented in the 
nirsky scientific reports for 1942-43 and 1943-44, am well as in several 
entries in the laboratory notebooks. Almo of interest is a l-l/Z inch 
subject file on 0. T. Avery, which coneiets of reprints, articles, 
correspondence (1972-74), and photocopies of Avery’s scientific reports. 

A new physiology laboratory for Wirmky's research was completed in 
1947, and the following year he was appointed a eenior Member of The 
Rockefeller Institute. With his first Aesietant. Hans Rie, Hireky 
worked out methods for studying the chemistry of isolated chromosomes 
and nuclei of different cells. They wero.among the first to demonstrate 
that the quantity of DNA per cell nucleus is a species constant. irre- 
l pective of the l oeatic origin (e.g. liver vermum blood) of the cells: 
mperaa sell' were found to have one-half the amount found in momatic 
cells&' There is a letter in the collection from H. J. Huller to 
nirsky, 11 August 1950, about the ‘grand diecovmry. of WA constancy. 

:In the 1950s the mmearcb of the_ IlirekyTleboratoy tifud-to thm 
studi of synthetic functions of the call nucleus. The fabomtxwy 
hoated many vimiting invemtiqatore, and graduate studeatm 81~ joMe 
the departmat as the Inmtitute established itmelf as a grmluate uni- 
vereity in the 1950s end 1960m (the n-r wae officially charr@ to 'The 
%xkefeller Vnivermity' in 1965). The ccrrespondence fmm this 18ter 
period is much more l xtenmive; l coaprebmeive list of m is recorded 
in the unpublished guide to the collection. Letters relevant to the 
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scientific work of the Mirsky laboratory include a letter from Salvador 
t. Luria to Mirsky, 25 March 1955, expressing "delight" at finding9 
recently publfehed by Mirsky'e associate Vincent G. Allfrey on the role 
of DNA in protein synthesis. Also of note ie Mireky's corrempondence 
with M. H.F.Wilkine, April-December 1955, on X-ray diffraction studies 
of chromosomal nucleoproteins. Mireky supplied Wilkinm with biological 
material, and eeveral X-ray diffraction photogrrphe sent by Uilkine 
are in this file. A very helpful overview of the Mireky laboratory'e 
contribution6 may be found in a biogra 

E 
hical memoir of Mireky by a 

former Ph.D. student. Bruce S. McEven.b 

In addition to hi8 research, Mirsky made valuable contribution8 to 
the echolarehip of science a8 editor, critic and hietorien. He ~88 
Editor of The Journal of General Physiology from 1951 to 1961>3and he ---- 
also co-edited, with Jean Brachet, the eix volume8 of The Cell: -m p&- 
chemistry, Phveioloqy, Morphology (1959-64). published by Academic 
Preee. The editorial correspondence of the JGP is part of the journal's 
archive: there ie a small file on the journalin Hireky'e papers, in- 
cluding letter8 of appreciation on the occasion of his retirement as 
Editor. The editing of The Cell is extensively documented: the plan- 
ning correspondence between Mireky and Brachet. ~a. 1955-56, ie 
lntereeting eource material, with outline8 for the eerie8 and comment8 
on poeeible wntributore. 

Mireky took an active interest in the heredity/environment dfecus- 
eion and debate. particularly with regard to the biology of human racebr 
He publiehed critical book reviews rom 

4 
this perspective of C. D. Darl- 

ington'e The Facts of Life in 1954, and of Sir Julian Huxley's Essays 
of a Humanist in 1964.* Unpublished material on the eubject of eugenics -- 
may be found in the correspondence: for example, with H. J. Muller (1954), 
George Polanyi (1956), and N. P. Dubinin (1972). Mirsky'e subject files 
on C. D. Darlington, and on Eugenics, contain useful materiel; the manu- 
script file on the Huxley review ha9 letters and correspondence. 

In 1968 Mireky published in Scientific American an historical 
article, "The Discovery of DNA," on the work of Friedrich Miescher and 
his contemporaries.@ Typescripts of the article are preserved with 
Miraky'e manuscripts: this file also has photocopies of background 
material, and e letter received from the physician of Mirsky's daugh- 
ter Mary, dated 11 July 1978. There is additional Mirsky/Mieecher 
wurce materiel in the fprreepondence fileer letters from Karl nieecher, 
Priedrich Mieecher"s nephew, and a useful list of hietoricel referenqee 

lb' wiled f+m Dr. pa111 0. P. Te’o in 1972. 

The collection of personal photographs, approximately 2 inchee. 
include8 many informal pictures of Hfreky's laboratory aeeociatee. 
Several 'vintage" photographs are of special historical interest: an 
informel portrait of Alfred E. Mireky in 1922: an informal photo of 
T. Dobzhenaky and L. C. Dunn: a portrait of the anatomist R. R. 

Beneley: and, an inecribed portrait from W. J. V. Osterhout to 
Mireky. 

The gift of the collection was made without reetrictione: however, 
acceee to metsrial of a confidential or eensitive nature mey be limited. 
An unpublished guide to the collection (92 pagee) ie available, toe+ 
piled by Mre. Gladys Lewie, Archiviet. 

Carolyn Kopp 
Univareity Archiviet 
The Rockrf8ller Univereity 
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